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“Limit bipolar” 
 

Synopsis: 
 
Some time ago a murder happened in front of the building, but could not do anything to 
remedy this, I wake up and the day repeats itself, as if it were a new opportunity to solve the 
crime. 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Short Technical Specifications: 
 

Title: Limit bipolar 
Year: June 2009 
Country: Spain 
Runtime: 00:02:23 
Format: 16:9 
Technics: Animation 2D - 3D 
 
Credits 
Director / Producer / Sound / Cut / Animation: Bouman (José Martínez) 
Script / Design of characters: Felipe Almendros 
Original Sound Track: Juli Bonet 
3D Backgrounds: David Mir 
Voices: Stephen Routsis / Patxi Gil Crenier 
End Music Credits: Laherzio 
 
+info: www.boumanstudios.com/limitbipolar 

 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Notes of production: 
 
Bouman after reading the comic 'Pony Boy' by Felipe Almendros contact the author, to offer you 
the opportunity to make some animated production on one of their stories. Felipe Almendros 
happily accepts and makes a short story that was already made but which for various reasons 
was not published, a unique opportunity that allowed for Limit Bipolar a litmus test for future 
collaboration between both artists. 
 
After a few paltry tweaks the original story was continued in the production of animation done 
digitally by Bouman, for 3D scenes with the collaboration of David Mir. A dialog level 
participated Pabloefe voicing two characters and Miguel Martínez's murderer (in Dubbed of 
English by Stpehen Routsis and Patxi Gil Crenier), in the composition of the soundtrack was the 
director for the second consecutive time with the good work of Juli Bonet who created the 
soundtrack for 'Doomed morning' and for the end credits song gave us the music group, 
Laherzio. 
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____________________________________________________________________ 
Bio/Filmography of director:  
 

 
 
José Martínez (Barcelona, 1983) self-taught filmmaker has several animated short films 
selected internationally (New York, Iceland) and has obtained a pair of awards at different 
festivals, working as a freelance web design and illustration, currently working on the animated 
short film 'Hitler in love' with Hernan Migoya (author of Novels and Scripts Comics), and 
preparing draft animation series for TV and Internet. 
 
(Filmography selected) 

Short-films 
    - Animation 
       · Doomed Morning (La mañana maldita) (2008) [Co-director, animator] 
            http://www.boumanstudios.com/lamananamaldita 
              Finalist of Diba 2008  
       · Los dioses del vino (2007) [Co-director, animator] 
            http://www.boumanstudios.com/losdiosesdelvino 
              1st Prize of II Cortomaraton 
       · Bang! (2007)[Director, animator] 
            http://www.boumanstudios.com/bang 
    3rd Prize of I Festival de Microcine Jaén (Spain) April 2008 
 
      

____________________________________________________________________ 
Bio of screenwriter:  
 
Felipe Almendros (Barcelona, 1976) Born in the city of Barcelona, Badalona bred, studied 
illustration and spent time in Mexico where he had his first exhibition of paintings (insane), 
founded around staway.com, carries the comic Or Pony boy and Save Souls, exhibits DNA in 
Gallery and is currently working on a new comic. 
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______________________________________________________________________ 
Contact Information: 
 
José Martínez Sánchez 
phone: +34 93 180 43 68 / +34 660 244 355 
E-mail: info@boumanstudios.com 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
Photos of the Short Film: 
 

 

 

 

More material on www.boumanstudios.com/limitbipolar 


